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Motivation
• Estimates of size of space economy in recent years 

have been $360-$384 billion 
• Several investment banks have projected a multi-

trillion dollar space economy by the 2040s
• Current numbers, their growth rates, and emerging 

markets are driving government policies and private 
sector investment 

 Science and Technology Policy Institute (STPI) 
examined underlying methodologies and assumptions
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Presentation Notes
an efficient and reliable regulatory regime tailored to developments is essential. U.S. interagency decisions across a range of fields, from space debris management to spectrum interference in low Earth orbit, will have consequential effects on the industry for years to come.Challenges with the current methodologies for estimating market sizeChallenges with projectionsThoughts on changes that might be needed 



CHALLENGES WITH CURRENT 
METHODOLOGIES
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Challenges with Current 
Approaches

• Value of goods and services sold sometimes added to goods and 
services purchased (i.e., double-counted)
– Overstates size of the space economy by $8-$20 billion

• Include services generated on the ground
– Example: Royalties, marketing expenses included in value of direct 

broadcast TV
– Overstates size of the space economy by roughly $80 billion

• Include costs and revenues that could be considered unrelated to 
space 
– Ascribed value of navigation equipment includes full cost of system; not 

just receivers of signals from space
• Example: Value of trucking fleet management systems include entire 

service package
– Include derivative products or services produced terrestrially

• Example: cell phone data used for location services
• Adds roughly $70 billion 4
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Looking through the various reports which are all very thorough, we found three things that we believe are worth discussing: One, the reports sum the value of the goods and services purchased or sold by each of the three categories (government expenditures and satellite services, the space supplier industry, and the space support industry) to measure the total value of the space economy. We argue that summing the three categories to create a total value of the space economy results in double counting. This difference in accounting is responsible for about $20 billion of the difference between STPI estimates and the SIA estimates; but only about $8 billion of the difference between STPI’s estimates and the Space Foundation estimates.Two, STPI confines the value of satellite services to services generated in space: the revenues or costs generated from owning and operating satellites and transmitting signals to the Earth. We exclude payments by direct broadcast TV operators for royalties for films and other content and marketing expenses. As a result, STPI’s estimates for the value of satellite services are roughly $80 billion less than those of SIA and the Space Foundation.Three, STPI’s estimates of revenues of the space support industry only count the value of microchips and other components that make the reception of signals from space possible, not the full cost of the piece of equipment. STPI also excludes the value of derivative products or services produced terrestrially. This difference in methodology results in roughly a $70 billion difference between the STPI estimate for revenues from the space support industry and those of SIA and the Space Foundation in 2016.



2013 Estimates (billions of dollars)
Category SIA Space Foundation STPI

Government space budgets --- $74.1 $76.3

Satellite services $118.6 $122.6 $37.4

Space support industry $55.5 $109.6 $42.0

Other $124.5 --- ---

Subtotal $298.9 $306.3 $155.7

Space supplier industry $21.1 $7.9 ---

Total $320 $314.2
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Presentation Notes
STPI estimates of space economy half of some others because of these differing assumptions Projecting out these estimates by high annual growth rates could affect the predicted size of the economy in the 2040s



2013 Estimates (billions of dollars)
Category SIA Space Foundation STPI

Government space budgets --- $74.1 $76.3

Satellite services $118.6 $122.6 $37.4

Space support industry $55.5 $109.6 $42.0

Other $124.5 --- ---

Subtotal $298.9 $306.3 $155.7

Space supplier industry $21.1 $7.9 ---

Total $320 $314.2 $155.7

Difference with STPI $164 $158.5
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Presentation Notes
STPI estimates of space economy half of some others because of these differing assumptions Projecting out these estimates by high annual growth rates could affect the predicted size of the economy in the 2040s



CHALLENGES WITH CURRENT 
PROJECTIONS
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STPI estimates of space economy half of some others because of these differing assumptions Projections based on other estimates and high annual growth rates result in $1 trillion plus space economy by 2040s



Projections of the Size of the 
Space Economy by the 2040s

UBS $926 billion
Goldman Sachs $1 trillion
US Chamber of Commerce $1.5 trillion
Morgan Stanley $600 billion -$1.75 trillion
Bank of America (Merrill Lynch) $2.7 trillion

Growth of ~5-11% compounded for 20 years, 
starting with today’s estimates

“zhe next development phase [of space] will be decidedly different, 
potentially shifting into new product development, additive 

manufacturing in low-Earth orbit, and new activities like space mining.” 
US Chamber of Commerce 2018
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Bank of America Merrill Lynch predict the sector will surpass $3 trillion over the same period. In our estimation, this sector will increase from approximately $385 billion today to at least $1.5 trillion by 2040.



Projections Include Current and New 
Lines of Business

• Space-based connectivity for humans and machines 
and component hardware

• Downstream services (“second order impacts”) based 
on global Internet connectivity
– Data analytics using space-based info
– Social media, e-commerce

• Space tourism
• Point-to-point hypersonic travel 
• Space mining
• Space manufacturing 
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Growth Inconsistent with Many 
Current Trends

• Growth of satellite industry has slowed to 3% in recent 
years 
– Revenues from satellite TV fell almost 3% in 2018

• Satellite broadband currently produces $2.5 billion in 
revenue
– Will satellite broadband revenues increase to more than $300 

billion by 2040?
• Earth observation revenues decreased from 2017 to 2018
• Government budgetary expenditures on space almost half 

of final demand for goods and services from space
– Globally government expenditures growing slowly
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Inclusion of Unproven Markets 
• Mining asteroids for use on Earth uneconomic
• Propellant produced in space will remain more 

expensive that Earth-based propellant for several 
decades

• Space tourism remains expensive; demand unproven
• Cost of rockets replacing jets high

– Supersonic passenger aircraft did not pan out

Long-term forecasts of new technologies prone to large 
errors – AT&T projection for number of cell phones in 

2000 was lower by over two orders of magnitude 
11
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The cost to mine nickel per kilogram in space most likely exceed its Earth value of $11.71/kg. For Pt, at $31,000 per kg, it might be more worthwhile, but the technology isn’t there – extracting 1 kg of metal will require processing 100 MT of material (as the concentration of Pt is likely to be 10 ppm)Given that mining propellant for asteroids will cost about $15-20B for about 10k MT of propellant   unclear of the commercial value propositionPressurized cargo cost $20,000 per kilogram Falcon 9 FT launch assumed to cost $62M; $5,000 per kilogram STPI estimate for orbital tourism - $60M assuming 15 people per year paying 5 million for a 12 day stay and 20M for launch



Core Challenges with Projections
• Compare apples to oranges

– Dennis Tito orbital flight to the International Space Station (400 km) 
for $20 million not the same as a sub-orbital hop to 80 km for 
$250,000

– Energy expenditure to ISS 50 times greater than sub-orbital flight
• Sometimes misunderstand technologies

– Space Shuttle (Ferrari); Falcon 9 (Ford Focus); and Rocket Labs (Lyft 
Scooter) not interchangeable 

– Costs have not come down proportionately for same capability
• Do not differentiate between final and derived demand

– Growth of revenues from the sale of intermediate products limited by 
final demand, which is: (1) Government civil and military space 
programs (2) Household and business demand for satellite services 
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How Should the Scope of the Space 
Economy be Defined?

• Only include the value of goods and services from space or 
used to support activities in space? Difference between size
of the space economy and impact of the space economy

• Projections include a range of scenarios, and are peer 
reviewed? 

Is there value to a community discussion on methods and 
estimates of the size of the space economy? Given policy and 

regulations depend partially on size, what is the role of the 
Federal government and advisory bodies like ACCRES?
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Summarize:Current methodologies sometimes double-count dollarsSome assumptions regarding scope are open to debateSome future projections do not appear grounded in an understanding of technologiesOnly include the value of goods and services from space or used to support activities in space? Difference between size of the space economy and impact of the space economyExcluding activities that are enabled by space, but are primarily generated terrestrially?Excluding activities that appear long-shots (e.g., asteroid mining for Earth delivery)? 



BACKUP SLIDES
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https://www.spacex.com/about/capabilities https://www.space.com/elon-musk-spacex-mars-
mission-price.html

https://www.spacex.com/about/capabilities
https://www.space.com/elon-musk-spacex-mars-mission-price.html
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